
Work:

1

Excavation for foundation up to 1.5 M Depth including
sorting out and stacking of useful materials and disposing
of the excavated stuff up to 50 meter lead (B)Dense or
Hard soil, by Mechanised efforts/Machinaries

27.50 CMT 98.90 2719.75

2

Providing and laying cement concrete 1:4:8 (1-Cement:4-
coarse sand:8-machine crushed stone aggregates 40 mm
nominal size) and curing complete excluding cost of
formwork in (A) Foundation and Plinth

27.50 CMT. 2474.40 68046

3
Providing TMT bar FE 500D reinforcement for RCC work
including bedding binding and placing in position
complete upto floor two level.

720.00 KG. 71.71 51631.20

4

Providing & Laying C.C. (1:1.5:3) / M20 or for plain or
R.C.C. work for Road pavement, using 12mm. To 20mm.
Size black trap machine crushed metal including
necessary centering for all sides as required , mixing the
concrete in mixer machine, ramming with Vibrator,
including keeping the joints between road panels &
finishing the Honeycombed surface if any, immediate
finishing of Top layer of road with Trowel & spunch to
create anti skid hard surface with curing etc.. complete as
per drawing & specification, & as directed by E.I.C. with
supply of cement by the contractor.Note: Cement
consumption rate diff. added Rs.435.37 for ordinary
concrete to M-200. ( REINFORCEMENT IF ANY WILL BE
PAID SEPERATELY.)

27.50 CMT 3798.52 104459.30

5

Compaction and finishing of cement concrete road by
trimix process providing extra labour charges for the
trimix vacum dewatering service process on cement
concrete road surface by using vacum dewatering pump
floater surface vibrator including making groves and
rough finish to surface as per in including levelling the
complete. 

280.00 SMT. 51.87 14523.60

6

Providing and Construction of Junction chambers of
size 0.35 x 0.35 x 0.60 mt. including connecting of
rainwater pipe as per detailed drawing and as
directed by Engineer in charge. 

4.00 NO 2306.00 9224.00

Proposed RCC Road from outside S.Dn gate to Main entrance and Providing rain water harvesting system at 
Jangral S.Dn office campus of GETCO at Jangral.
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No.
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7

Providing and and laying in trenches 10.0 Kg. F/Cm2
working pressure polythene pipes for rain water
pipes of the following outside dia. low density,
complete with necessary fittings including
excavation and refilling the trenches etc. comp. (B)
110 mm

10.00 RMT 403.00 4030.00

8

Providing and and laying in trenches PVC SWR pipes
for Drain of the following outside dia. low density,

complete with necessary fittings including
excavation and refilling the trenches etc. comp. ( C )
160 mm  .

85.00 RMT 692.00 58820.00

9

Providing and constructing filter chamber of size 2.00
x 1.20 x 1.20 mt. as directed including connection
rainwater pipes as per detailed as directed by
Engineer in charge including cost of labour and
material.

1.00 NO 24043.00 24043.00

10

Providing water harvesting pit of 2.00 mt x 2.00mt x
4.00 mt. size for water logging with excavation in any
strata upto four meter depth, filling the pit with
B.T.Metal 40 mm in 0.60 mt. depth with 25-40mm
kapachi, 0.30 mt. depth and 2.0 mt. depth with
coarse sand in layers including making P.V.C. line for
water inlet etc. as directed with 250mm dia bore 35
mt. depth and 160mm dia P.V.C. pipe of 10 Kg.f/Cm2
casing with gravel acking or as directed(Rate of pipe
work in not included)

1.00 NO 55580.00 55580.00

11

Drilling of 250/300 mm Pilot bore at above city site
in all strata by mud flush direct rotary rig/Reverse
rotary rig by using bentonite powder. from 0.00 mtr
to 250 mtre.

35.00 RMT 568.00 19880.00

12
Supply of gravel of selected size of 25 mm to 50 mm

2.60 CMT 2029.00 5275.40

A 418232.25

B

C

D 1.00%
18.00%

E

F

Estimated Cost Rs.
Bidder’s Offer (+ / -) in % ------------- [B]

Grand Total C = A +/- (A*B)]

Add 1% Welfare cess on C
GST Rate ------------------ SAC Code ------------------------------------9954

Goods & Service Tax E = (C+D )x GST% i.e. 18% as applicable on the date of tender in

Grand Total including welfare & GST ----- F = C + D+E -------------------------------
Final Offer (in Rs.)
Final Offer (Rs. In Words)

We have read and clearly understood the terms, conditions, Schedule ‘B’ and Technical specifications put up by UGVCL on WEB
site. I/We hereby accept all the conditions and specifications of this tender document, and accordingly, I/We am/are willing to
carry out the work at quated rate as above.

              SIGNATURE OF CONTRACTOR                                                                    Superintending Engineer
(With rubber stamp/seal of the company)                                                             Circle Office, Mehsana


